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DESCRIPTION 

Electronic circuit board 

A regulated connection between electrical components is made using a Printed 

Circuit Board (PCB), often known as a Printed Wiring Board (PWB). It has the 

appearance of a laminated sandwich structure with conductive and insulating 

layers, with each of the conductive layers having a pattern of traces, planes, 

and other features (like wires on a flat surface) etched from one or more 

copper sheet layers laminated onto and/or between sheet layers of a non-

conductive substrate. Vias, which are plated-through holes that enable 

connectivity between layers, are added during another manufacturing step. 

Nearly all electrical products employ printed circuit boards. Point-to-point 

construction and wire wrapping were previously common PCB substitutes but 

are now rarely utilised. Circuit layout on PCBs necessitates more design work, 

but manufacturing and assembly may be automated. Software is available to 

automate most of the layout labour in electronic design. With PCBs, circuits 

may be produced in large quantities more quickly and affordably than with 

conventional wiring techniques since components are placed and connected 

all at once. Large quantities of PCBs may be manufactured simultaneously, 

and the layout only has to be done once. PCBs can have one copper layer on 

one side, two copper layers on both sides of one substrate layer, or many 

layers of copper that alternate with substrate layers. Due to the fact that circuit 

traces on the inner layers would normally occupy the surface space between 

components, multi-layer PCBs enable substantially higher component 

densities.  

Concurrent with the development of surface mount technology, multilayer 

PCBs with more than two, and particularly more than four, copper planes 

began to gain prominence.  

 

Multilayer PCBs, however, make circuit repair, analysis, and field modification far more challenging and frequently 

unfeasible. 

Recent improvements or progress 
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There are a number of innovative PCB construction approaches as a result of recent developments in 3D printing. Layer-

by-layer objects may be produced using 3D Printed Electronics (PEs), and then the object can be manufactured using 

liquid ink that has electronic functionality. 

Since High Density Interconnect (HDI) technology enables a denser design on the PCB, smaller PCBs with more traces 

and/or components in a given space are theoretically possible. The routes between components can therefore be made 

shorter. HDIs employ blind/buried vias, microvias, or a mix of the two. 

Composition 

The main circuit board consists of a flat insulating material and a layer of copper foil laminated to the substrate. 

Chemical etching divides the copper into separate conductive lines called tracks or traces, joints, openings to join copper 

layers, and features such as solid conductive areas for electromagnetic shielding or other purposes. The coils act as 

fixed wires and are insulated from each other by air and plate material. The surface of the PCB can have a coating that 

protects the copper against corrosion and reduces the possibility of short circuits between solder traces or unwanted 

electrical contact with stray bare wires. The coating is called solder resist or solder mask because it helps prevent the 

solder from shorting. 

The pattern etched into each layer of copper on the printed circuit is called "art". Etching is usually done with a 

photoresist that is coated on the PCB and then exposed to light reflected on the artwork pattern. The resist material 

protects the copper from dissolving in the etching solution. After that, the engraved plate is cleaned. A printed plate 

model can be mass reproduced in the same way as photographs from a film negative using a photo printer. 

A label can be printed on the printed circuit board that identifies the components, test points or identification text. 

Initially, screen printing was used for this purpose, but today other better quality printing methods are generally used. 

Usually, the legend does not affect the operation of the Printed Circuit Board Assembly (PCBA). 

Layers 

A printed circuit can have several layers of copper, almost always arranged in pairs. Using more layers allows for more 

routing options and better signal integrity control, but is also time-consuming and expensive to manufacture. Similarly, 

the choice of board paths also allows fine-tuning of board size, signal access of complex Integrated Circuit (ICs), routing 

and long-term reliability, but these are closely related to manufacturing complexity and cost.  

Installation of components. 

PCBs with only through-hole components are now rare. Surface mount is used for transistors, diodes, IC chips, resistors 

and capacitors. Through-hole mounting can be used for some large components such as electrolytic capacitors and 

connectors. Components can be delivered mounted on tape. Surface mount components can be about one-fourth to 

one-tenth the size and weight of through-hole components, and passive components are much less expensive. However, 

semiconductor Surface Mount Device (SMD) prices are determined by the chip itself rather than the package.  


